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GovWin Recon, produced by Deltek's Federal Industry Analysis (FIA) team, is designed to support awareness
and understanding of the issues impacting the government and the contractors that serve it. Recon highlights
key developments surrounding government technology, policy, budget and vendor activities.
Headlines beginning with an * include quotes from Deltek analysts.
Sequestration / Budget:
Technology lends a twist to shutdown scenario
Shutdown Threat Has Federal Agencies in Scramble Mode
Treasury: Debt Limit D-Day is Oct. 17
Full speed ahead with year-end spending
Why a shutdown would be worse for D.C. companies this time around

Federal IT:
Agencies to push out emergency news with Twitter
Alerts
Technology lends a twist to shutdown scenario
3 ways big data is transforming government

Agency News:
Chart: How a shutdown would impact agencies
Shutdown prospect puts weather forecasts in
doubt
Contractors critique GSA's new workspace
Report: Cutting thousands of DoD jobs won’t hurt
defense

Vendor News:
Abt Associates wins $3M contract to manage
criminal statistics
Rockwell Collins wins $3.1 million contract to
make military radio smaller, skinner, cheaper
New Verizon broadband router supports data and
voice
Data brokers D&B, LexisNexis, Altergrity report
cyber attacks
GD inks 2 nd SOCOM ground vehicles contract in
a month
HP adds converged infrastructure smarts to
servers

Cybersecurity:
NIST cyber framework release uncertain
Is FISMA enough?
NIST head defends work with NSA
Cyber experts don’t put much stock in security
compliance measures

Health IT:
Shutdown could slow VA progress on disability
claims
Feds unveil rates for Virginia health care exchange

Big Data / Analytics:
3 ways big data is transforming government
Abt Associates wins $3M contract to manage

Defense / C4ISR / Embedded Technology:
Contracts for September 25, 2013
DISA's satellite-comm device helps with Colorado
flood efforts
Army awards long-awaited radio contract

Contracting / Acquisition:
How agencies bury noncompetitive procurements
USMC unmanned lift competition taking shape

Legislation:
Senate clears hurdle on stopgap spending bill
US Senate moves to CR debate, but no clear path
yet to avert shutdown
NSA chief appeals for cybersecurity legislation
U.S. lawmakers seek to end bulk NSA telephone
records collection

State and Local:
Ideation Nation crowdsources ideas for local
government
DC delays key pieces of ObamaCare exchange
Feds unveil rates for Virginia health care exchange
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Abt Associates wins $3M contract to manage
criminal statistics

Mobility:
Agencies to push out emergency news with Twitter
Alerts

GovWin Recon is Deltek's daily newsletter highlighting federal government contracting news and analysis
from around the government contracting world. Get it delivered to your e-mail inbox, free!

